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one of the very first titles to be released in the new iranian game industry,
garshasp is also the first rpg from a new studio since the end of the war. the
title is considered as a success, not only for an underfunded team who were
able to make a cult classic, but for the industry as a whole. while iran has yet
to produce a well-established game publishing industry, local developers have
produced several titles that have established the country as a major force in

the global gaming industry. garshasp has been a prominent title among them.
it is currently available as a free download on the official website. the game
also has an emulator available for mac and windows platforms. garshasp is a
game that features an interesting storyline with numerous characters, high
quality graphics and a huge number of monsters. there are 60 levels to be

completed, while you will have to fight your way through the demon army. the
controls are simple, and the game has a nice interface. you can adjust the
difficulty level according to your wishes. the first release of garshasp had

many bugs, but they were fixed in the second and third releases. the
developers have added several improvements to the game to make it more
comfortable. the developers will be releasing several updates for garshasp
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every month. however, it is not known when the next patch will be released.
garshasp is a cult classic that was created for the iranian gamers. however, it
has an interesting story that will keep you entertained. all of the characters

have their own voices. there are some minor bugs. nevertheless, it is an
exciting game that will keep you hooked to your desktop.
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gameplay wise garshasp: the monster slayer is about as good as it gets,
except for the fact that its so easy that even beating the first three bosses

takes no more than ten minutes each. you start off by gaining access to a little
hover ball that can be used to move throughout the level, but you lose it after
the first bossfight. from then on you have the less than mediocre jumping and
melee combat mechanics to fend off a handful of enemies. boss fights are of

the old-school type, where you walk around a dungeon while a bunch of
enemies bump into you and you kill them. some of the enemies have a shield
that can be used to reflect attacks if you want to go that route. outside of boss

fights you mostly get sidequests from merchant npcs that provide you with
lore and currency to unlock parts of the map. the combat mechanics in and of
themselves arent too bad, but they are little more than a gameplay mechanic
that is pretty standard for hack & slash games. you can move, you can take
damage and you can block if the attack is low enough. the best part of the

combat are the different combos that you can do. while you can block
everything, you can also block with the shield when your opponent is going
after your unarmed strike, or you can muck around with the attacks and you

can auto-block or even do a jump right when you are about to be hit. while its
a little harder to pull off than it is in god of war, because you arent the one in

control of your character, these attacks are obviously a bit harder to pull off as
well. the other gameplay mechanic are the jumping sections which are all

done perfectly. the controls in these sections are not easy to pull off, but the
reward is obvious and you need a good sense of timing if you want to get

100% through a section in which you have to fall from a height and land on a
platform. the controls even for the most advanced players arent that hard

either, as the touch pad also handles movement. the only downside to jumping
sections is that if you land on an enemy while you are moving, youll get a

combo-attack. sometimes these sections are used to scale certain platforms
and its here that players who arent jumping junkies can be a bit overwhelmed
and miss the boss. another unfortunate aspect is the rather short checkpoint

system, which doesnt allow you to save the game if you get stuck in a section.
while it is possible to continue in a later save file, this does add some

challenge that is missing from the game as a whole. 5ec8ef588b
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